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 One of the earliest education text was on classroom management (1907)

 Opinion polls rank behavior problems as the major issue in schools

 “Children today are tyrants. They contradict their parents, gobble their food, and 
tyrannize their teachers."
 Socrates Ancient Greek Philosopher, 470 BC-399 BC 



 Yes, but it’s nothing new.

 Student behavior has been a problem ever since there were students

 But it can be managed if we first can understand it.





Let’s examine some myths and make our own decisions



 Coerce = To cause to do through pressure or necessity, by physical, moral or 
intellectual means 

 Is behavior change coercive?
 Yes

 Is this bad?
 Yes and No



 Bribery = the practice of offering something (usually money) in order to gain an 
illicit advantage
 Typically has an illegal or illicit intent
 Reward is provided before the behavior

 Reinforcement 
 Behaviors are typically agreed upon
 Reinforcement is delivered after the behavior  



 If done incorrectly this is true

 However a good behavior management plan will promote a shift to less obvious or 
more acceptable reinforcement



 Very few if any behavior is intrinsically reinforced

 Even if we are unaware of it most of what we do is the result of external 
reinforcement

 Even if you believe the above statement, it is a futile way to approach things,
 So what do you do if a child is not intrinsically reinforced to do/learn something?



 Many teachers believe that treating one child in a different way will make other 
children act in different ways.
 If Tom gets rewarded for good behavior why can’t I?
 This is not typically the case

 Children are usually aware of the differences other children possess
 As well as the different needs they have

 Adults treat children differently even if they don’t know it
 And kids are keenly aware of this



 Behavior can be a problem

 We can choose to admire the problem or act.

 When we act we need to 
 Understand Behavior
 Prepare for Behavior
 Respond to Behavior



Step 1



 What about behavior can be understood?
 What
 Why
 When

 What cannot be understood?
 Beliefs 
 Feelings
 Drives



 An overt response 
 Things that a person does that is observable and measurable
 Observable
 It can be seen by all

 Measurable
 It can be counted 
 How much
 How long
 How intense



Examples

 Hitting

 Running

 Sleeping

 Eating

 Talking

Non-Examples

 Aggression

 Anger

 Sad

 Sleepy

 Mad

 Controlling



 Antecedents
 When

 Consequences
 Why



 Setting or event that occur prior to behavior

 Anything that can be seen, heard, tasted, touched or smelled

 Signals that a particular behavior can or should occur
 Light turning green
 Whistle blowing at a football game
 Smell of bacon in the morning



 Changes that results from or follow the behavior
 The change can be the 
 Addition of something new
 Removal of something already present

 The consequence can strengthen or weaken a behavior
 Reinforcement
 Punishment



 If you know your ABCs you understand behavior
 Antecedent (when)
 Behavior (what)
 Consequence (why)



Step 2: Preparing for Student Behavior is a Great Strategies to Prevent Behavior Problems

A stitch in time saves nine.

Establish and Teach Expectations for Behavior



 Norms are
 Expectations of behavior the teacher has for the students

 Clear expectations from the teacher help 
 Enhance feelings of safety and security
 Decrease the complexity of the classroom
 Reduce ambiguity



 Effective managers had 
 Clear rules for general conduct
 Procedures or routines for carrying out specific task

 Effective managers also 
 Spent the first few days teaching rules and procedures to students
 Once taught, rules are reviewed regularly to ensure retention

 Taught rules as carefully as they would have taught academic content



 Teachers must 
 Decide how we want our students to behave
 Make these expectations absolutely clear to students

 Deliver these expectation as we would any curriculum material
 Instruct, test, review as necessary

 So…
 We should have a curriculum and lesson plans for behavior
 This can be at the individual teacher level, grade level or site level.



 Behavior should be taught as a lesson or lessons
 Define terms
 Discuss rationales
 Provide examples
 Tell 
 Show 
 Do

 www.otiss.org

 www.pbis.org

 http://projectachieve.info

http://projectachieve.info/


 Identifying the What (your expectations for behavior) and the When (the 
antecedents or setting for the What)
 Don’t wait for behavior to happen – indicate what you want and when you want it.

 Decide upon the Why (Consequence/Reward/Reinforcer)
 Give kids a reason to meet your expectations

 Teach the What and the When
 Make sure they know What and When

 Provide the Why
 Reward them frequently and consistently



 Good preventative strategies will reduce or eliminate most of your behavioral 
issues,
 No preventative strategy will eliminate all problem behavior

 In order to deal with these behaviors we will need to develop small group or 
individual behavioral interventions.



Step II: Investigate functional relationships to change the What by 
addressing the When and/or the Why.





 Functional Assessments are tools that attempt to understand the What, When and 
Why of a behavior.
 Result in a functional statement/hypothesis about the behavior

 W/O a Functional understanding:
 Billy is violent because he is angry

 Susie throws fits all the time for no reason



 Functional Assessments are tools that attempt to understand the What, When and 
Why of a behavior.
 Result in a functional statement/hypothesis about the behavior

 With a Functional understanding:
 Billy hits peers (what) in unstructured settings (when) to access peer attention (why)
 Susie tantrums (what) during independent seat work assignments (when) to escape 

difficult task (why)



 Procedures to 
 Increase desired behavior
 Decrease inappropriate behavior
 Build skills
 Address crisis



Don’t expect the student to just sit there and shut up

 Clearly identify the behavior you want to increase

 Set a criterion for success

 Decide on the components you will use
 Why or When or both



 If you are developing an intervention then they probably won’t do it because you 
tell them to, so…

 Identify an effective reward

 Provide the reward at a high rate early in the process

 Maintain consistency

 Modify as needed
 When it stops working



 Identify when this behavior should occur
 We wan this to happen when the problem behavior was occurring
 Use the when from the functional statement

 Instruct the child on the when

 Revise and Repeat as necessary



 Clearly identify the behavior you want to decrease

 Set a criterion for success

 Decide on the components you will use
 Why or When or both



 Stop behavior from producing the Why (Consequence)

 Provide Why (Consequence) for appropriate behavior only

 Decrease interest in Why (Consequence)

 Provide new Why (Consequence) for appropriate behavior



 Eliminate/Change the When (Antecedent)

 Teach new response to When (Antecedent)



 Clearly identify the skill you want to increase

 Establish a criterion for success

 Decide how you will teach the skill
 Tell, Show, Do

 Teach skill



 Define a crisis state and the point/level that necessitates response
 Catch it as early as possible

 Identify the steps of the response
 Should match with school policy

 Inform and train all involved

 Create oversight documentation

 Inform the child and the guardians of the procedures (as appropriate)



 Pick what you need and implement it 

Behavioral 
Excess

Behavioral 
Deficit

Combination

Reinforcement   

T/O; Punishment  

Skill Building   

Crisis Plan  



 Document, Document, Document
 When you 
 reinforce and why
 use time out and why

 Effects of your skill building
 Use of the crisis plan

 You must also document the overall effect of the intervention and all of its 
components





 Questions?

 Gary Duhon, PhD

 gary.duhon@okstate.edu

 405-744-9436

mailto:gary.duhon@okstate.edu


Twitter: @OTISS_SPDG

Facebook: @OTISS.SPDG

Website: www.otiss.net



Lets Look at Some Specific Examples of Interventions



 Use of token reinforcers to reinforce behavior
 Can be used to 
 Increase new behaviors
 Increase competing behaviors
 To reduce problem behaviors

 Token is used to delay delivery of the real reinforcer until a more appropriate time
 Association of token with the reinforcer is necessary

 What functions would work best with this intervention?
 Behaviors that are the function of either positive or negative reinforcers
 When students get something for a problem behavior or gets out of something give them 

something better for an appropriate behavior.



Problem Type Antecedent Intervention Consequence Intervention

Behavioral Excess

Eliminate/Change the 
Antecedent

Teach new response to 
Antecedent

Stop behavior from producing 
the consequence

PROVIDE CONSEQUENCE FOR
APPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR
ONLY

Decrease interest in 
consequence

PROVIDE NEW CONSEQUENCE
FOR APPROPRIATE BEHAVIOR

Behavioral Deficit

Teach the skill

REINFORCE THE BEHAVIOR AT
A HIGHER RATE



 Withdrawal of the opportunity to earn positive reinforcement or the loss of positive 
reinforcement for a specified period of time

 What functions would work best with this intervention?
 Behaviors that are the function of positive reinforcement
 When students get attention for a problem behavior remove access to attention when the behavior 

occurs.

 What functions would be inappropriate for this intervention?
 Behaviors that are the function of negative reinforcers (escape/avoidance)
 If the student does not want to be there telling them to go away is exactly what they want.



Problem Type Antecedent Intervention Consequence Intervention

Behavioral Excess

Eliminate/Change the 
Antecedent

Teach new response to 
Antecedent

STOP BEHAVIOR FROM
PRODUCING THE
CONSEQUENCE

Provide consequence for 
appropriate behavior only

DECREASE INTEREST IN
CONSEQUENCE

Provide new consequence for 
appropriate behavior

Behavioral Deficit

Teach the skill

Reinforce the behavior at a 
higher rate



 Time Out Requires
 A reinforcing “time in”
 Response contingent loss of access to time in
 Punishment effect



 Exclusionary
 Physical removal from the environment
 Potential problem
 New environment may be reinforcing

 Nonexclusionary
 Planned ignoring
 Contingent observation
 Removal of a reinforcer
 Signaled discrimination



 Easy

 High degrees of acceptability

 Rapid suppression of behavior



 Time out length
 Brief is better unless…

 Ensuring that time in is reinforcing
 Why?

 Monitor accurate implementation and effect
 What impact might poor implementation have?





 Pretty good form, but there are some clarifications and modifications that should be 
addressed.

 Lets take it a piece at a time.



 What data do you collect?

 How do you evaluate the validity of that data?

 Verbal report and record review are necessary but
 Can be biased, inaccurate, and misleading

 Direct observation is also necessary and can
 Confirm, clarify, or refute other sources of data

 In the end do it all!



 Operationally define the behavior
 What it looks like
 No interpretations here, just behavior
 A missed step here will take you down the wrong road and derail the remainder of the 

process.

 What are some target behavior typically presented?



 These aren’t really antecedents, they are behaviors.
 These are behaviors that precede more intensive behaviors, but they are behaviors.

 How can we use this information?



 How should you collect this data?

 What is the importance of knowing when it does occur and when it doesn’t occur?



 Where should this data come from?

 What is the importance of knowing who is present?

 We are looking for patterns to help inform our hypothesis.



 These can assist in understanding function, but some descriptors may require more 
detailed assessment.

 Which ones are more useful at informing hypothesis than others?



 This can be looked at 2 ways:
 1. What is currently being done (behavior plan)
 2. What is the actual consequence

 Some of these are intentional consequences some are unintentional
 We need information on both, but one leads to a more informed hypothesis.



 This should match the data collected so far.
 Control is always wrong because it is
 Internal and unalterable

 Don’t forget to clarify some of these statements
 The classroom setting?
 A person or persons?



 When

 What

 Why

 The when is the antecedent and should be specific, operationalized and alterable.

 Functions of behavior are
 Escape/Avoid
 Gain/Obtain

 Communication is generally not a function, but a byproduct of a lack of skill and 
either escape or access.



 How and how well they are being done is just as important as what they are.
 Don’t take anybody's word for this

 To determine this it is best to watch

 Should be collected along with your direct observation



 Emotional Factors
 Should be related to skills 

 Social or communicative 

 Inaccurate thoughts and patterns
 Useless

 Modeling
 This is an antecedent

 Family issues
 Important not to let these become barriers

 Curriculum issues
 Very important and often overlooked
 Directly assess

 Discipline referrals
 Number, type and day/time
 This may become your baseline (always, always, always collect a baseline)





 Just transfer from FBA

 Always remember, if the hypothesis statement does not almost directly answer the 
question of what to do in the intervention, you probably don’t have a good 
hypotheisis



 Often too generic or vague
 “be good”
 Don’t hit

 Kids don’t idle well so
 Be specific on what they should be doing.
 Walking quietly
 Completing work
 Etc.



 This is addressing the when or the antecedent.
 Could be addressed with altering the situation or skill building.

 Think about the long term consequences of this action.



 Often overlooked aspect of an interventions

 Should be related to the functional hypothesis and not just a generic suggestion

 We assume way too much when it comes to student skills



 This targets your replacement behavior
 Link it to what you said earlier

 A specific plan should be detailed here.



 How will you respond to inappropriate behavior?
 Don’t repeat the current function or other ineffective strategies. 
 Time out, loss of privileges, home contact

 Go back to the function



 Be very specific and train all involved.  
 Take nothing for granted

 Avoid responses that will contradict the functional solution
 Some de-escalation strategies may backfire



 Often forgotten step

 What data will you collect
 Outcome and integrity

 Who will collect it?

 How often?

 When will it be evaluated?

 What happens if it doesn’t work?

 What happens if it does?



 Questions?
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Problem Type Antecedent Intervention Consequence Intervention

Behavioral Excess

Eliminate/Change the 
Antecedent

Teach new response to 
Antecedent

Stop behavior from producing 
the consequence

Provide consequence for 
appropriate behavior only

Decrease interest in 
consequence

Provide new consequence for 
appropriate behavior

Behavioral Deficit
Teach the skill

Reinforce the behavior at a 
higher rate





 Behavioral excesses
 Engaging in a behavior too much

 Identify what the student gets or gets out of the behavior
 The when is useful too

 Behavioral deficit
 Engaging in a behavior too little

 Does the student have the skills?
 Do they know when to do it?



Problem Type Antecedent (when) 
Intervention

Consequence (why) 
Intervention

Behavioral Excess

Eliminate/Change the 
Antecedent

Teach new response to 
Antecedent

Stop behavior from producing 
the consequence

Provide consequence for 
appropriate behavior only

Decrease interest in 
consequence

Provide new consequence for 
appropriate behavior

Behavioral Deficit

Teach the skill

Reinforce the behavior at a 
higher rate



Problem Type Antecedent (when) 
Intervention

Consequence (why) 
Intervention

Behavioral Excess

Eliminate/Change the 
Antecedent

Teach new response to 
Antecedent

Stop behavior from producing 
the consequence

Provide consequence for 
appropriate behavior only

Decrease interest in 
consequence

Provide new consequence for 
appropriate behavior

Behavioral Deficit

Teach the skill

Reinforce the behavior at a 
higher rate
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